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Introduction

Why does it take so long to give papers to immigration?

Have you ever wondered? Why does it take so long for an immigrant to get papers like

what is the process of getting it if the person doesn't have a green card or doesn't have any family

members that are citizens like they are too new to the country? And if you are wondering, you

can help family members or friends that are too new to the country so they can get papers to have

a better life. Well I did so because my parents were immigrants before and now they became

United States citizens recently but they had problems too and there were reasons for not paying

taxes that can hold a case and have to be here for 20 years and having proof of living in the

United states for 20 years. Without any type of proof the immigrants case  can be push back for a

long time it can be 2 - 20 years and a lot of people have suffer thru that it was either because they

didn't pay taxes before and the IRS sending you mail saying you gotta pay the taxes that you

have miss and it be big amount that they want you to pay. And my parents know this lady was

waiting for the case to close for 12 years and it has not closed because she still owes IRS money

and it is sad that people have to go through this. I expect to find ways to help new immigrant to
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get their papers or get a green card a faster way so they can have a decent life over here because

it can make their lives better and a faster probably like 1 - 5 years to get it but still have to go

through a process of getting it like taken a test and doing a background check and other stuff

before giving a papers or green card.

Summary

You made wonder why your green card or citizenship papers take so long to get it

probably because of your case that you have to deal with so you can get it and here maybe the

reason why because of family quotes, too many deportation cases, not enough judges,

employment quotas, background checks, the system has its inherent flaws and these are reason

why your case is taken long to take. But there are many ways to speed up the case so you can get

your green card or papers. It is having a good lawyer because they focus on your problem and

find easy ways to solve it because they shortcuts so you can get the green card or papers which

will save you a lot of years. It says in the article “ Now there are ways to try and get your green

card fast, and a good lawyer should be able to speed this process up for you by knowing various

shortcuts, or exceptions if you are stuck in one of the above categories.” Which I agree on

because this has happen my family members and my parents friend where they had got a bad

lawyer which didn't help to get green card or paper so they was just paying the bad lawyer

money just to not help but once my parents have meet a good lawyer she was able to get my

parent their parents less then a year which it really supposed to take 1-3 years to close the case

but the lawyer had knowing shortcuts.

Summary

https://immigrationlawnj.com/can-get-green-card-fast-4-ways-must-know/
https://immigrationlawnj.com/can-get-green-card-fast-4-ways-must-know/
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There are more ways to get your papers and green card quickly by getting married with a

U.S. citizen so you can get a green card for 6 months then after that 6 months you will have a

permanent resident and a permanent green card. And another way is having kids that were born

here in the United States. If they are 21 years and they are relatives such as a parent or spouse or

a child that is 21 years old they can give a person their papers because if they are related to them.

And another way is to also get a green card and have an interview with a immigration officer you

have to schedule then wait 2 months to pass by to get approved so you can get a green card very

quickly and immigration of extraordinary ability people, investment immigration.

CONCLUSION

With these resource you find your way to get a green card very soon and very fast so  you can

have a better life in United States and working with papers can you help to get benefits from jobs

and not working under the papers and this can lean you to get a shortcut and have it because

currently right now it not easy to content one right now because we don't really dont know how

to get shortcuts with this source and links to website can have a better so you can either get a

green card or papers. This is important because it can change someone's life. How you may ask if

the person came to the United States is very young and came alone to get better and have a better

education for their future self and not work in the fields because the most common age is 13-16

and they just go straight to work.
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